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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET No. 12-0089 2 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF  3 

JACQUELINE K. VOILES 4 

Submitted on Behalf Of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION AND WITNESS IDENTIFICATION 7 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 8 

A. My name is Jacqueline K. Voiles.  My business address is 200 West Washington Street, 9 

Springfield, Illinois 62701. 10 

Q. Are you the same Jacqueline K. Voiles who provided direct testimony in this 11 

proceeding? 12 

A. Yes, I am.  13 

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 14 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 15 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to the direct testimony of Illinois 16 

Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”) Staff (“Staff”) witness Ms. Burma C. Jones 17 

(ICC Staff Ex. 2.0) on her proposed tariff language revisions and recommendations.  I also 18 

briefly address the direct testimonies filed by AARP/AG witness Ms. Barbara R. Alexander 19 

(AARP/AG Ex. 1.0) and Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) witness Mr. Christopher C. Thomas 20 
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(CUB Ex. 1.0).  I also correct a typographical error that appears on line 43 of my direct 21 

testimony, Ameren Exhibit 2.0. 22 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your rebuttal testimony? 23 

A. Yes.  Attached to my testimony as Ameren Exhibit 5.1 is a revised copy of proposed 24 

Rider MAP-M reflecting the tariff changes agreed to between Staff and Ameren Illinois 25 

Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois (“Ameren Illinois”). 26 

III. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS JONES 27 

Q. What proposed changes to the tariff language for Rider MAP-M does Ms. Jones 28 

propose? 29 

A. Ms. Jones proposes changes to Rider MAP-M (1) to correct terminology regarding 30 

electric uncollectible expense, (2) to include language to indicate how determination of the 31 

performance metrics penalty is to be included in the annual informational filing for Rate MAP-P, 32 

(3) to amend language regarding how the penalty is determined should Ameren Illinois request a 33 

penalty waiver because it has not met the target level of achievement, and (4) to include the 34 

formula to calculate Ameren Illinois’ performance relative to its goal for each metric. 35 

Q. Does Ameren Illinois agree with Ms. Jones’ proposal to refer to losses from 36 

uncollectible utility revenues for the electric portion of its business as “electric uncollectible 37 

expense” rather than “uncollectible electric expense”? 38 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois has changed the language in Rider MAP-M to reflect “electric 39 

uncollectible expense”.  See ICC Staff Ex.2.0, Att. A. 40 
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Q. Does Ameren Illinois agree with Ms. Jones’ proposal that the tariff for Rider MAP-41 

M include language to indicate how determination of the performance metrics penalty is to 42 

be included in the annual informational filing for Rate MAP-P? 43 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois has agreed to include an additional workpaper to reflect the 44 

calculation of the performance metrics penalty that will be used in conjunction with the annual 45 

reconciliation of the formula rate.  Further, Ameren Illinois agrees to include language in the 46 

"Implementation of the Penalty" section in Rider MAP-M to ensure the quantification of the 47 

penalty is reflected in the workpaper accompanying the informational filing for Rate MAP-P.  48 

Ameren Illinois provided the actual language to be inserted in response to ICC Staff DR BCJ 49 

1.09, and Staff has agreed with that language, except “in Sch D-1” should read as “on Sch FR D-50 

1”.  Ameren Illinois agreed with that change and has incorporated it into the revised Rider MAP-51 

M tariff.  See ICC Staff Ex.2.0, Att. B. 52 

Q. Does Ameren Illinois agree with Ms. Jones’ proposal to amend language in Rider 53 

MAP-M regarding how the penalty is determined should Ameren Illinois request a penalty 54 

waiver because it has not met the target level of achievement to avoid a penalty? 55 

A. Yes.  To be clear, the language agreed to is found in Ameren Illinois’ response to ICC 56 

Staff DR BCJ 2.01, which is Attachment C to Ms. Jones' testimony. 57 

Q. Do you agree with Ms. Jones’ proposal to include with its tariff sheets for Rider 58 

MAP-M the formula to calculate its performance relative to its goal for each metric? 59 

A. No.  Ameren Illinois agrees to include Ms. Jones’ proposed formula for the Estimated 60 

Electric Bills, Consumption on Inactive Electric Meters and Electric Uncollectible Expense 61 

metrics.  For the SAIFI, CAIDI and Customers Exceeding Electric Service Reliability Targets 62 
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metrics, a formula is not needed because, the goal is not achieved if the Company’s Performance 63 

Year actual result is greater than the Performance Year goal.  64 

Q. Do you object to Staff’s proposed methodology to be used to calculate the 65 

percentage goal achieved for each metric? 66 

A. Ameren Illinois agrees with Staff’s proposed methodology to calculate the percentage of 67 

goal achieved for the Estimated Electric Bills, Consumption on Inactive Electric Meters and 68 

Electric Uncollectible Expense metrics, and has incorporated the formula proposed by Ms. Jones 69 

in its revised Rider Map-M which is set forth in Ameren Exhibit 5.1.  For the SAIFI, CAIDI and 70 

Customers Exceeding Electric Service Reliability Targets metrics, a formula is not needed 71 

because, the goal is not achieved if the Company’s Performance Year actual result is greater than 72 

the Performance Year goal.   73 

IV. RESPONSE TO AARP/AG WITNESS ALEXANDER 74 

Q. What is your understanding of Ms. Alexander’s recommendations? 75 

A. Ms. Alexander testifies as follows: 76 

"Ameren should be required to submit a Performance Plan that 77 
conforms to the current law concerning disconnection of service 78 
for nonpayment.  I recommend that the Illinois Commerce 79 
Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”) require Ameren to identify 80 
how and to what degree the current premise visit requirement 81 
associated with disconnection of service for nonpayment for 82 
residential customers would impact the Company’s ability to 83 
achieve its required performance standards for each of the AMI-84 
related metrics during the 10-year plan.  Once such information 85 
has been identified and proposed by Ameren, other parties and the 86 
ICC Staff should have an opportunity to review and comment on 87 
the Company’s estimated impacts.  The Commission should then 88 
issue an order making findings of fact and conclusions with respect 89 
to this matter.  Since, pursuant to the Trailer Bill, those metrics do 90 
not have to be implemented until 14 months after the Commission 91 
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approves an AMI deployment plan, there is sufficient time to 92 
determine how and to what degree the retention of the premise 93 
visit requirement would impact these proposed performance 94 
metrics." 95 

Ms. Alexander mostly restates her recommendation at the conclusion of her testimony as follows:  96 

"I recommend that the Commission require Ameren to identify 97 
how and to what degree the retention of the current premise visit 98 
requirement associated with disconnection of service for 99 
nonpayment for residential customers would impact the 100 
Company’s ability to achieve its required performance standards 101 
for each of the AMI-related metrics during the 10-year plan. Once 102 
such information has been identified and proposed by Ameren, 103 
other parties and the ICC Staff should have an opportunity to 104 
review and comment on the Company’s estimated impacts. The 105 
Commission should then issue an order making findings of fact 106 
and conclusions with respect to this matter so there is no dispute or 107 
uncertainty about the current obligation of the Company to comply 108 
with the premise visit requirement of Part 280 associated with 109 
disconnection for nonpayment and the manner in which Ameren 110 
will track and evaluate the impact of that policy in its future 111 
compliance with its proposed AMI-related metrics." 112 

Q. Are Ms. Alexander’s recommendations within the scope of this proceeding? 113 

A. I am advised by counsel that Ms. Alexander's recommendations are beyond the scope of 114 

this proceeding, and that this matter will be addressed during the hearing and in Ameren Illinois’ 115 

brief. 116 

Q. Do you have any comments with the understanding that Ameren Illinois does not 117 

waive any rights it may have to challenge Ms. Alexander's recommendations? 118 

A.  Yes.  As a layperson and being familiar with the legislation and Ameren Illinois’ metrics 119 

plan filing, it would seem the legislature has made clear the relevant baselines and other criteria 120 

to be met with regard to the metrics at issue.  Ms. Alexander's proposal attempts to add 121 

additional obligations. 122 
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Q. Please continue. 123 

A. Whether and to what extent there is a premises visit requirement prior to disconnection is 124 

addressed in Part 280.  As the Commission well knows, a substantial rewrite of Part 280 is 125 

underway.  Ms. Alexander's expectation that the Commission issue an order making findings of 126 

fact and conclusions with respect to this matter, so there is no dispute or uncertainty about the 127 

current obligation of Ameren Illinois to comply with the premises visit requirement of Part 280 128 

associated with disconnection for nonpayment, is simply without merit.  Today and whatever the 129 

final Part 280 rule is with regard to the premises visit will be abided by Ameren Illinois 130 

irrespective of the metrics plan.   131 

Q. If at some later time AARP/AG, the sponsors of Ms. Alexander's testimony, take 132 

issue with the outcome of Part 280 regarding premises visits prior to disconnection, are 133 

there other avenues available to them to express their concerns? 134 

A. Yes.  I am advised by counsel that these parties could file a complaint pursuant to the 135 

Commission's rules of practice, engage Staff in discussions and ask Staff to file a report with the 136 

Commission, or simply send correspondence to the Commission.  The point being, the metrics 137 

plan is not the place for this discussion and there are other procedural avenues for these parties to 138 

take up this cause. 139 

Q. Did Ms. Alexander make similar recommendations in ICC Docket No. 11-0772, 140 

which concerns the proposed performance metrics plan and tariff filed by Commonwealth 141 

Edison Company (“ComEd”)? 142 

A. Yes. 143 

Q. What is the status of ICC Docket No. 11-0772? 144 
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A. The record for ICC Docket No. 11-0772 has been marked heard and taken and a 145 

Proposed Order was issued on March 15, 2012.  The deadline for Commission action is April 6, 146 

2012. 147 

Q. What does the Proposed Order in ICC Docket No. 11-0772 conclude about Ms. 148 

Alexander’s recommendations? 149 

A. The Proposed Order “declines to adopt the proposal of AG/AARP to require [ComEd] to 150 

identify how the current disconnection rules set forth in Part 280 of the Commission’s Rules 151 

impact [ComEd’s] ability to achieve its required performance standards for each of AMI-related 152 

metrics during the 10-year plan. At the present time there is a notice provision contained in Part 153 

280.  The Commission will be reviewing all of the information provided by [ComEd] to 154 

determine whether compliance with the Act and Commission rules has taken place.” 155 

Q. Do you agree with the Proposed Order’s findings in this regard? 156 

A. Yes, I do. 157 

Q. Did Ms. Alexander make any other proposals? 158 

A. Yes.  She recommends that Ameren Illinois’ proposed tariff with regard to a future 159 

waiver from compliance be rejected as filed. 160 

Q. How do you respond? 161 

A. As I testified above, Ameren Illinois has agreed to a recommendation made by Staff 162 

witness Ms. Jones to revise the language in Ameren Illinois’ proposed Rider MAP-M regarding 163 

the manner in which the penalty is to be determined, should Ameren Illinois request a penalty 164 

waiver because it has not met the target level of achievement necessary to avoid a penalty. 165 
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V. RESPONSE TO CUB WITNESS THOMAS 166 

Q. What is your understanding of Mr. Thomas’ recommendations? 167 

A. He recommends the Commission adopt additional performance metrics, beyond those 168 

explicit in the Act.  Mr. Thomas also recommends workshops be convened to consider these 169 

additional metrics. 170 

Q.  Are Mr. Thomas’ recommendations within the scope of this proceeding? 171 

A. No, based on the advice of counsel, they are not.  172 

Q.  Did Mr. Thomas make similar recommendations in ICC Docket No. 11-0772, which 173 

concerns the proposed performance metrics plan and tariff filed by ComEd? 174 

A. Yes. 175 

Q. What does the Proposed Order in ICC Docket No. 11-0772 conclude about Mr. 176 

Thomas’ recommendations? 177 

A. The Proposed Order concludes: 178 

Section 16-108.5(f) unambiguously sets forth the 10 metrics that a 179 
participating utility must develop and file with the Commission and 180 
specified penalty provision related to nine of those metrics.  Moreover, 181 
after notice and hearing, the Commission must enter an order within 120 182 
days after these metrics are filed.  The subject of that order is limited to 183 
“approving, or approving with modification, a participating utility’s tariff 184 
or mechanism to satisfy the metrics set forth in section (f) of this Section.” 185 
220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(f-5). 186 

While CUB/City has some good ideas concerning other potential 187 
metrics, the limited time period as set forth in the statute makes it difficult 188 
to develop a record to include these additional requirements. 189 

This Commission derives its authority solely from the Public 190 
Utilities Act.  (220 ILCS 5/1-101 et. seq.)  Because the Commission is 191 
purely a statutory creation and possesses no inherent or common law 192 
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authority, its jurisdiction is limited by the Act.  The Commission rejects 193 
CUB/City’s request to require a workshop to develop additional metrics 194 
that were not contemplated under this section of the Act. 195 

Q. Do you agree with the Proposed Order’s findings in this regard? 196 

A. Yes. 197 

VI. CORRECTION OF DIRECT TESTIMONY 198 

Q. Ms. Voiles, you mentioned correcting a typographical error that appears in your 199 

direct testimony.  Please describe the correction. 200 

A. As I indicated above, the typographical error appears on Line 43 of my direct testimony, 201 

Ameren Exhibit 2.0.  As filed, that line of testimony reads, “by 10 basis points during years 1 202 

through 3; 12 basis points during years 3 through 6; and 14…”.  However, it should read as 203 

follows, “by 10 basis points during years 1 through 3; 12 basis points during years 4 through 6; 204 

and 14…”. 205 

VII. CONCLUSION 206 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 207 

A. Yes, it does.  208 


